STEEL TAPED CABLE

MELLIN'S FOOD METHOD OF MILK MODIFICATION

Results of the MELLIN 39's Food Method of Milk Modification

R. Patterson '20 is Chairman of Committee

The task of choosing advisors for the incoming freshmen class is at last well

owed, and it is expected that the results will be announced in the near future.

The name of the advisor will be announced on the bulletin board, and the advisor will be

orked out by the Registrar's Office.

TENNIS PROGRESS

The Varsity Tennis team defeated the Tufts team in all six matches in a

sure, but Tufts won the second doubles. Capt. Biddell '22, Tech, defeated

Brooker '20 (Capt.) Tech, defeated Rockwell, Tufts 6-0, 6-0.

Brooke, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McMullin, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Mellon '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

BOOKS

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

McKee '22, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

ROGERS '20, Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.

Brooker '20 (Capt.), Tech, defeated Teacher, Tufts 6-2, 6-2.